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Rev is excited to announce our partnership with Stockholm Stream; a fully self-serve

content management system that uses their native SaaS platform, Delta, to simplify

the delivery of video-on-demand assets en masse to any global VOD platform. With

this partnership, Delta now provides Rev’s speech-to-text services within its platform.

What does that mean for the fine users of Delta? First, Delta users can now quickly

and efficiently add Rev’s 99% accurate captions or non-English subtitles to their

audio or video files with the click of a few buttons, expanding their content

audiences.



Second, to make this deal even sweeter, users can add “express” to their Rev order,

ensuring files are prioritised and come back quickly for those more urgent requests

without ever leaving the Delta platform. We know, we know, it’s almost too good to be

true.

“We’ve known for years that content is king,” said Chris Barr, Director of Partnerships

at Rev. “We’re excited to partner with Stockholm Stream to help media companies

deliver their content to as broad an audience as possible through Rev’s accessibility

services.”

Are you excited to rock and roll with Rev and Delta, but not sure how? Now, read on to

learn more.

To add captions or subtitles to video or audio content:

1. Log in at Delta and click on the “Tasks” tab

2. Select the desired files to add subtitles or captions

3. Select “Subtitle” on the right-hand side of the page

4. Click the “Order Subtitles” button

https://delta.stockholmstream.net/


5. From here, select captions or subtitles, and/or express to turnaround files

quicker

6. Rev’s team gets to work and delivers these files back to the Delta platform

with captions or subtitles now included

If you already have a Rev account:

1. Log in to your account on Rev.com

2. Copy your API code under your name in the top right corner > Settings > API

User Key

3. Work with Stockholm Stream support to import directly into your Delta

experience

http://rev.com/


Learn About the Partners

Stockholm Stream’smission is to build an innovative system that automates user

workflows and helps content owners reach broader audiences. The company is

based in Stockholm, Sweden with customers in Europe, North America, Africa, and

Asia. Stockholm Stream delivers content to Comcast, Amazon Prime, Roku, Vimeo,

and more. By partnering with Rev, Stockholm Steam now makes it easy to add

captions to audio and video. Learn more at stockholmstream.com.

“By integrating Delta with Rev our users get the high-quality service from Rev’s

transcriptionists and are also able, even with a small team, to automate the caption

and subtitle process to handle high volumes of media files,” says Patrik Littmann,

CEO of Stockholm Stream.

As a result of the growing accessibility and inclusion efforts in film and media, it has

become increasingly important to provide accessible content. With this in mind, Rev

has combined the power of industry-leading automatic speech recognition and a

network of 72,000+ expert human transcriptionists to help people understand the

human voice through accurate captions, transcripts, and subtitles.

With unmatched speed, accuracy, and affordability, Rev enables its more than

750,000+ users to leverage insights and make every word actionable and accessible.

Developed using a diverse dataset to ensure accuracy for all dialects and accents,

Rev’s suite of speech-to-text APIs supports automatic transcription in more than 30

languages. Furthermore, its mobile applications allow users to order a transcript with

the click of a button.

https://stockholmstream.com/

